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Abstract. The main contribution of this paper is the development of a contract-
based framework for coordinating web-services that are engaged in long-running,
cohesive business transactions. The proposed framework offers an amplification
to both traditional and reinvented flavors of E-Business ACIDity for statically en-
suring e-business transaction robustness and reliability by introducing agreement
(atomicity). In addition, this framework provides an agreement-driven model for
dynamically coordinating web-service orchestrations.

1 Introduction

Web Services (WSs) are touted as a contemporary paradigm for the development of
distributed, Internet-based and platform-agnostic business applications [1]. Their prime
appeal to the business community lies in their capability to facilitate interaction between
complex, heterogeneous and highly distributed, enterprise information systems using
standards for virtually all interoperation aspects.

Last years, we have witnessed the emergence of plethora standardization initiatives
covering web-service description-, discovery- and orchestration languages. From a con-
ceptual perspective, web-service descriptions extend “traditional” object interfaces by
extending the list of signatures (named port types) with (1) binding information, (2)
meta-data about non-functional attributes for security, performance etc., (3) knowledge
about the web-service in terms of a standard supplier/product taxonomy, and lastly,
(4) contact information of the service provider. Prominent examples of state-of-the-art
web-service description standards include WSDL [2], and OASIS’s ebXML Services
[3].

Web-services are implemented with web-service components that can be composed
and deployed dynamically to support business transactions. A business transaction can
be loosely defined as a sequence of actions that are performed by trading partners,
and aim at accomplishing a predefined goal [9]. In contrast to traditional production
workflows, the execution paths of aggregated web-services can not be computed in
advance, which means that a priori it is not know with which other web-services they
will collaborate. This makes it rather cumbersome to design, develop and enact, robust
and dependable web-service compositions that implement business transactions.

To overcome these problems, web-service choreography languages typically pro-
vide some support for two categories of transactions: simple (atomic) or aggregated
(cohesive) transactions. Atomic transactions are typically considered as holistic “all-
or-nothing” entities whose internal logic is to be either fully completed (committed)
or aborted. This type of atomicity assumes that there exists a high-level of trust be-
tween trading partners, and that the transaction has a relatively short duration involving
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a limited number of resources. Cohesive transactions on the other side, are longer in du-
ration and typically require management of a large number of resources across trusted
domains. In contract to atomic transactions, roll-backs are not desired by their cohesive
counterparts. Instead, compensation mechanisms are applied to reverse the effect of the
actions that take place within a transaction.

From our perspective, a key predicament of existing web-service conversation and
coordination languages is their predominant focus on interface interactions, while ig-
noring the essence of coordination: communication. Proposed conversation languages
typically encompass message-level support mechanisms, e.g., request and response op-
erators that are geared towards orchestrating complex web-services for enabling busi-
ness transactions.

However, what actually is communicated, and the effect of the communication in
terms of what is being achieved in terms of mutual commitments is kept implicit.
By capturing mutual commitments that result from pairs of message exchanges in e-
contracts 1, business transactions can be designed and enacted in a transparent way,
while respecting essential design parameters of service oriented computing like auton-
omy and loose-coupling. In this article, we will argue that contracts are the most natu-
ral vehicles to prescribe the coordination between two or more web-services. Contracts
are used to make explicit the (legally binding) commitments that the partners make,
and in which future commitments to performs actions are laid down [6], [8]. Contracts
can be used to check upon completeness and consistency of business transactions, and
might serve as a design- and run-time container for preserving semantic and syntactic
interoperation, e.g., specifying semantic ontological mappings and syntactic gateways
(wrapper mediators) between the orchestrated web-service interfaces. Due to reasons
of simplicity, the latter two aspects will not be investigated any further here; instead we
refer to [4] and [5].

In this article, we further investigate transactional e-contracts as an alternative to
existing transaction models. In particular, we consider communication as an alternative
and more flexible coordination mechanism than traditional coordination protocols. Be-
fore introducing the notion contracts, we will firstly present an overview of important
standardization initiatives and indicate their shortcomings.

2 The Standardization Tower of Babylon

The past two years, many standards for composing web-services have been suggested
by both academia and industry. Here, we will focus at the following four web-service
orchestration standards for designing and enabling business transactions: (1) the Busi-
ness Process Execution Language for Web-Services (BPEL4WS) [11] (Microsoft, IBM
and BEA), (2) the Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) [20] (BPMI.org), (3)
the Web Services Choreography Interface (WSCI) language [19](BEA Systems, Intalio,
SAP AG, and Sun Microsystems), and lastly, (4) the Web Service Conversation Lan-
guage (WSCL) [16] (W3C). Related initiatives stem from respectively the domain of E-
Business message interaction standardization for enabling global marketplaces (whose
predecessor was EDI), and workflow design and enactment. Notably, the first category
of standardization initiatives is embodied by ebXML’s Business Process Specification
Schema (BPSS) [21], RosettaNet’s Partner-Interface-Processes (PIPS) and OASIS’s
Business Transaction Protocol (BTP) [14]. The XML Processing Description Language
(XPDL), entails a prominent representative of the latter (standardization) category and

1 Please note that in this article we will use the term contracts and e-contract interchangeably.
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is promoted by the Workflow Management Coalition. In the below, we will briefly de-
scribe the most influential representatives of these three domains.

BPEL4WS [11] comprises a language for representing and implementing exe-
cutable business processes between multiple trading partners by synthesizing web-
service definitions (in WSDL). In addition, business protocols are employed to
model exchanged messages while regarding the process dynamics of involved par-
ties as a black box. BPEL4WS is complemented with three specifications: WS-
Coordination [13], WS-Transactions [12], and, Conversation Support (CS)-WS [10].
WS-Coordination provides an extensible framework to synchronize the operations
(port types) of orchestrated web-services that are involved in a business process. WS-
Transactions defines transaction mechanisms for both atomic and cohesive transac-
tions and builds forward on the coordination framework that is delineated in WS-
Coordination. Lastly, CS-WS serves to govern message exchanges between trading
partners by allowing them to specify both low-level plumbing messaging as well as
”business-level” conversation policies for enforcing sequencing constraints and timing
constraints.

Another initiative in the realm of web-service orchestration languages constitutes
W3C’s WSCL [16]. WSCL may be defined on top of web-service representation lan-
guages such as WSDL, and caters the specification of conversations between web-
services of two business partners as a sequence of allowed document exchanges be-
tween their abstract “business-level” and externally visible interfaces. Basically, WSCL
allows the following types of interactions: a-symmetric (one-way) and symmetric
(two-way). A-symmetric interactions can be defined with two categories of commu-
nication primitives: Send (reflecting a web-service sending a request to a recipient),
Receive (a web-service receiving a request from a sending party). Symmetric interac-
tions can be constructed using the following two intertwined communication primitives:
SendReceive and ReceiveSend.

ebXML entails a joint initiative by UN/CEFACT and OASIS, that has its roots in
the EDI domain, and is designed for developing a horizontal, “one-ring-to-rule-them-
all” XML-based collaboration infrastructure for integrating business processes between
multiple vendors. ebXML’s collaboration structure comprises the following three main
building blocks: Collaboration Protocol Profiles (CPPs), Collaboration Protocol Agree-
ments (CPAs), and lastly, Business Process Specification (BPSs) schemas. Due to rea-
sons of space, we refer to ebXML.org for an in depth discussion of these standardized
elements for modeling and enacting collaborations. An initiative that can be used in
conjunction with ebXML embodies OASIS’ Business Transaction Protocol (BTP) [14].
BTP provides mechanisms for facilitating both atomic and cohesive transactions that
are defined using a comprehensive framework encompassing actors, roles and obliga-
tions.

RosettaNet is committed to support interoperability in electronic business by pro-
viding a dictionary of terms and by standardizing Partner Interface Process (PIP) (see:
http : ==www:rosettanet:org). The PIP is materialized as a model that depicts the
activities, decisions and Partner Role interactions that make up an E-business transac-
tion between two partners. Each partner must fulfill all obligations that are stipulated in
the PIP. Therefor, the PIPs encompass sequences of messages with transactional char-
acteristics, corresponding to the level of communicative agreement in our framework.
A fundamental problem with PIPs is however that it is not explicitly stated how the re-
liability and robustness of transactions can be guaranteed. In addition, RosettaNet does
not address the integration of PIPs in order to enact cohesive web-services. To extend
the PIP framework in that direction, it would be necessary to describe the effects of a
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PIP in terms of obligations, authorizations etc. These extensions would then serve as
the foundation of an agreement-based coordination model.

Both BTP and WS-Transaction provide a widely accepted foundation on top of
which we will design e-contracts that coordinate cohesive business transactions. We
will further consider their internal operations and advantages, but also their deficiencies
to support communication and resulting agreements in the next section.

3 Achieving Business Transaction Atomicity with BPEL4WS/BTP

Atomicity of transaction embodies the substantial particle of modern transaction theory
([22], [23]). The atomicity property of transactions assumes “all-or-nothing” behavior
of a block of state-changing operations. This property is especially critical for highly
distributed systems with multiple concurrently running web-services, as it ensures that
systems will remain in an ambiguous state both in the case a block of operations suc-
ceeds or fails. Atomic distributed transactions are supported by (variants of) the two-
phase commit protocol. As expressed in its name, this protocol is basically organized in
two rounds of message exchanges. During the first round, the coordinating transaction
manager requests all cohorts to prepare for commit. Once all resources have positively
responded to the resource manager and durably stored intermediate results, the coordi-
nator initiates the binding transaction by issuing a commit message. After all cohorts
have successfully concluded their operations, they report this to the coordinator. In case
of failure, e.g., time-out, roll-back or compensation mechanisms can be invoked by the
coordinator. To overcome the potential blocking problem with the 2-PC protocol be-
tween the coordinator sending a preparation message to the cohorts and the decision
making process before sending the final message to them, the slightly more costing
three phase commit (3-PC) protocol has been suggested [26].

Fig. 1. BusinessAgreement Protocol State Diagram (From:[12])
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State-of-the-art transaction languages for web-services, such as WS-Transactions
(that is part of BPEL4WS) and BTP, implement variants of the 2-PC.

In particular, WS-Transaction predefines two coordination protocols that relax upon
the standard atomicity and isolation requirements: the BusinessAgreement and
the BusinessAgreementWithComplete protocols. These protocols are heavily
inspired by Sagas [22] and open nested transaction protocols. Figure-1 depicts the two-
party BusinessAgreement protocol. This protocol is organized as follows. Firstly,
the participants in a business transaction need to register themselves for establishing
a coordination-context, moving the protocol to the Active state. Subsequently, the
following scenarios might occur. In case the participant’s involvement is no longer re-
quired in the context of the transaction, it may issue an Exited message changing
the protocol’s state into Ended. If the participant has concluded his work item and in-
tends to collaborate further on in the transaction, it sends a Completed message to
its parent (the coordinator). The coordinator then decides on compensation or comple-
tion of the participant’s task. After Completion the protocol moves to the Ended
state, whereas the Compensation state might also yield into a Faulted message,
moving the participant to the Faulted state. The coordinator then submits a Forget
message, forging the protocol in the Ended state. Lastly, the coordinator can order the
participant to abandon its task by sending a Cancel message, whereafter the partic-
ipant might respond with a Cancelled message, putting the protocol again in the
Ended state.

A competitive standardization initiative for ensuring reliability and robustness of
business transactions is BTP (see section-2). BTP deals with atomic transactions (called
atoms) and cohesive transactions (cohesions) in the following way. Atomic transactions
are equipped with a variant to all-or-nothing behavior and are coordinated using the 2-
PC protocol. In particular, it relaxes requirements for isolation of atomic transactions by
introducing the notion of confirm sets and counter effects. Therefore, the BTP defines a
dominant “super”-coordinator for deciding about whether or not to have a veto-decision
that forces all involved web-services to cancel, in the case that any subordinate web-
service is not capable of committing. Cohesions also do not comply fully to traditional
requirements for ACIDity. At the level of the coordination protocol, the coordinator
may choose to selectively allow sub-transactions to cancel, and at the same time permit
other ones to commit.

Both standards thus relax upon traditional database ACIDity for supporting long-
running business transactions between various trading partners. However, these stan-
dards do have some critical shortcomings. Firstly, they focus at interface-level oper-
ations only while essentially ignoring transaction-level communications and commit-
ments. This severely hinders seamless transformation of actual business protocols into
the coordination protocols that are adopted by the web-services. In addition, the ap-
plication of 2-PC protocol for atoms appears to be too restrictive [25] as it does not
take into account alternative execution paths of optional, semantically equivalent, web-
services. Thirdly, both standards do not sufficiently deal with the synchronization of
business process and transaction states. By allowing business transaction to be mod-
elled with one-way messages, they clearly seem to ignore the link between message-
and transaction-cohesions.

4 Agreement Driven Atomicity of Business Transactions

In [15], Tygar states that the “traditional” notion of atomicity is not suitable for e-
business transactions and suggests the following three levels of atomicity: goods-,
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payment- and certified delivery atomicity. Money atomicity should ensure that money
(e.g., for payments) can not be destructed or created while transferring it from the sender
to the recipient. Money atomicity, he furthermore argues, is a prerequisite for goods
atomicity, stating that before goods can be delivered, money should be handed over.
Obviously, in case of tangible goods or money (payment) the exact identification of
artifacts can, and has not, to be guaranteed. However, in some cases with low-levels
of trust between trading partners, this identification might in fact be a requirement.
This is an additional level of security achieved by the third e-business atomicity prop-
erty: certified-delivery. Certified-delivery atomicity allows trading partners to exactly
determine which goods and money aretransacted. In [18], we have suggested to cat-
egorize these levels of atomicity as operation atomicity requirements on the business
transactions (see Figure-2). Trading parners can select one or more categories of these
atomicity types, possibly according to the commitments that are laid down in the “real-
world” business contract. This level of atomicity is grounded on Request and Reply
atomicity, that shape the essential infrastructure atomicity requirements that need to be
established in the pre-transaction execution phase.

To operationalize both infrastructure and operational atomicity, we will in the re-
mainder of this paper provide the formal foundation of this taxonomy by defining them
with an orthogonal concept on atomicity: Agreements [27]. In particular, we will ar-
gue that agreements are more effective and flexible to support sophisticated and highly
volatile e-business protocols, e.g., based on the assent of parties. Moreover, we will
show that they constitute a natural vehicle for capturing communication between par-
ties that is based on mutual consensus on future actions and authorizations. The question
then becomes: on what points agreement is needed, and how can this kind of agreement
be established? To accomplish this, we will develop a framework that is constructed
on top of the web-services stack and serves as the basis for sophisticated coordination
agreement-based coordination protocols. In the following section, we will first intro-
duce a running example that will be used in the remainder of this paper for reasons of
exploration and illustration.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Transaction Atomicity Criteria
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5 Running Example

The running example that we present in this paper is based on a condensed version of
the case study that has been presented by Bons in [17]. Especially, we will consider
the “open-account post-payment scenario” here. A global overview of the contracts and
participants involved in this case has been depicted in Figure-3.

In this case we assume that the shipper produces goods for the consignee, and
arranges the transportation (by sending a transport instruction to the sea-carrier) and
transfers the goods to the carrier. The consignee has to pay a price for these goods
and services in return. The agreement between the consignee and the shipper has been
formalised in the C-terms sales contract (this indicates some terms of contract from an
international standard), which assumes that the transfer of goods will be performed by a
third-party agent, i.e. the sea-carrier. In other words, the transportation is an outsourced
activity. The C-term sales contract states that the obligation of the shipper is to properly
hire the sea-carrier; so this party is not responsible for the successful delivery of the
goods. The sea-carrier is dependent on the delivery of the goods by the shipper. The
shipper has to pay freight in return for the services of the sea-carrier. The payment of
the freight by the shipper as well as that of the consignee, are facilitated by another third
party, a bank. So, there also exist relationships between the shipper and the bank (to pay
freight to the shipper) and the consignee and the bank (to pay money for the goods and
transportation). The payment task of the bank also can be perceived as an outsourced
activity. The bank needs a receipt of the funds to be transferred from the principal (e.g.,
the shipper or the consignee) and a receipt of the payment order that indicates the re-
ceiving party. To conclude the structural aspects, we assume that the shipper does not
trust the consignee and vice-versa. Besides that the sea-carrier does not trust the con-
signee nor the shipper. However, the shipper and the consignee trust the sea-carrier, and
the bank is trusted by all subjects.

consignee shipper

Sea-carrier

bank

Consg. Shipper

- Produce ( )
- Transfer ()

Transfer_
funds

Consg. Bank

- pay
transfercosts

- transfer_
funds

Shipper Bank

- transfer
freight
payment

- pay
transfercosts

Shipper Sea -Carrier

- pay freight -transfer_
goods

1

2.

3. 4.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the contracts between the subjects

The procedural aspects of the case are as follows. The shipper manufactures the
goods and subsequently organizes the transport of the goods by sending a transport in-
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struction to the sea-carrier. Once the shipper has transferred the goods to the sea-carrier
he will instruct his bank to pay the freight to the sea-carrier by sending a receipt that
contains the amount of money, and another receipt that prescribes the order. Finally, the
shipper waits until the consignee has paid for the goods through the consignee’s bank.
The sea-carrier is triggered by receiving the instruction of the shipper. Thereafter he will
wait with actually transporting the goods until he has received the goods and a payment
of freight through the shipper’s bank. Lastly the consignee is triggered by receiving the
goods from the sea-carrier. Thereafter, he will transfer the payment through his bank to
the shipper.

We assume that the trading partners use web-services for supporting their part of
the transaction. For reasons of space, we have omitted SOAP binding information and
only included the WSDL definition of the web-service component ”Transfer Goods”
that is published by a sea-carrier in the below. This web-service can be invoked by the
shipper to inquire whether or not a sea-carrier is capable of transporting a product to the
consignee before a specific deadline (hence, internally this may result in an order line).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> <definitions

xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:tns="http://"infolab.uvt.nl/people/wjheuvel/wsdl/HelloService.wsdl"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<types/>

<message name="request_transferGoods">
<part name="Shipper_ID" type="xsd:integer"/>
<part name="Goods" type="xsd:string"/>
<part name="Destination" type="xsd:string"/>
<part name="Deadline" type="xsd:date"/>

</message>
<message name="request_transfer_goodsResponse">

<part name="Notification_Sea_Carrier" type="xsd:boolean"/>
</message>

<portType name="Transfergoods_PortType">
<operation name="transfer_goods">

<input message="tns:request_transferGoods"/>
<output message="tns:request_transfer_goodsResponse"/>

</operation>
</portType>

<service name="TransferGoodService">
<document> </document>
<port name="Transfergoods_PortType" binding="tns:transferGSoap">
<soap:address location="http://infolab/people/wjheuvel/wsdl"/>

</port>
</service>

</definitions>

In particular, this excerpt includes the definition of the port type
Transfergoods PortType that can be invoked by the shipper, and encom-
passes one operation transfer goods. This operation includes the following four
(typed) input parameters: Shipper Id, Goods, Destination,and Deadline,
and results in a notification to the shipper whether or not the goods can be actually
transported.

6 Web-Services and Business Transactions: Contracts as the
Binding Factor

This section outlines a unified metamodel that serves as the foundation for designing
contract-driven web-service enabled business transactions. In addition, we will intro-
duce a communication-based coordination protocol to control the execution of business
transactions and deliver some degree of dependability and reliability.

6.1 The Unified Transaction-Contract Metamodel

In order to leverage contract-driven transaction management, we here propose a semi-
formal metamodel that is named the “Unified Transaction-Contract Metamodel”. This
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metamodel basically comprises two interrelated parts, see Figure-4. The left hand-side
part represents business transactions that are enacted using web-service components
(see section-1), whereas the right-hand side part of Figure-4 specifies the contractual
substrates. These transactions are enabled by web-components which serve to imple-
ment web-service functionality. WebComponents can be specified with languages
such as WSDL, that basically encompass a list of port type definitions and binding
information, and can be orchestrated with languages such as BEPL4WS to support
BusinessTransactions. From a formal perspective, web-components (W ) can be
regarded as algebraic systems: W =< S;Pc; PRc >), where S represents a collection
of non-empty carrier sets fAsgs 2 S. Pc = fO1

c
; ::; On

u
g denotes a set of port types that

use A. Finally, PRc delineate a set of predicates that works on A. The process logic of
a BusinessTransaction is reflected as a collection of TransactionStates.
A transaction state presents a snapshot of the progress of a BusinessTransaction
and is defined as the (intermediate) value of one or more attributes of a collection of
WebComponents. Transaction states can be algebraically specified using multiple-
world semantics: < Pc(I

1

c
; ::::; In

c
); D >7!< I1

c
; D0 >, where Pc designates a port

type of web-component c, I1
c

the return type and the remainder of the arguments input
types. This formulae thus states that invoking methodPc moves a transaction state from
D to D0.

type

service

port

0..*0..*

Web-Component

message

portType

0. .*

binding

Operation

0. .*0. .*

initiator executor

workflow-loop

actorcontract

0. .*
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0. .*
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OutputMessageInputMessage

transaction
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0..*

0..*
0..*

speech_act

0..*

0..*

0..*

0..*transaction_state

coordinator

deontic_s tate

0. .*

Fig. 4. Meta-model for Contract-based web-service component enabled Business Transactions.

The right-hand side of the meta-model represents four interconnected levels of con-
stituents of a business transaction scenario. These four levels in fact reflect different
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levels of agreement (atomicity) that can be achieved during a business transaction. The
layers are represented as extensions of the Formal Language for Business Communi-
cation (FLBC) of Kimbrough [33]. We have chosen for this language because it not
only adresses the syntax but also the semantics of business messages. FLBC represents
a message as a sequence of speech acts, typically assertions and declarations that form
the basis of potential reasoning procedures. FLBC uses the following elements to de-
scribe the speech act: the speaker and the hearer, the illocutionary force, the content and
the context. FLBC-II that is defined in [34], distinguishes between three illocutionary
points, to be an assertion, a request and a query. These three atomic speech acts are used
to represent a variety of message types, such as appointments (assertions), staff action
messages (directives) and read/review/comment messages (directives). The context in
which the communication takes place, is represented by means of either the message-
ID to which is responded, the time when the message was sent, the machine-ID from
which the message was sent and/or the persons to which the message is cc-ed. The
machine-ID can be interpreted as being a means to ensure infrastructure atomicity, viz.,
request and non-repudiation atomicity.

6.2 The Communication Layers

In the following, we will outline the communication constituents from the meta-model:

Speech Acts. The lowest level we identify in our framework is that of the speech act.
A speech act focuses on what people are ’doing in saying something’ [28]. A speech
act can be defined as an utterance that in it self is constituted of a performative act,
like requesting and promising. In the speech act theory of Searle [29], a fundamental
distinction is made between the propositional contents and the illocutionary force.

The message type definition in the excerpt shown below, describes the propositional
content “the request to transfer goods with the name $transfer goods on date $date on
place $location”, and the illocutionary force ”accept”.

MsgType accept_request_transfer_goods (sender($sea_carrier),
receiver($shipper), product($transfer_goods), location($location), date($date) ==
(actor($sea_carrier), actor($shipper), accept,
TransferGoodsService.Accept_RequestTransferGoodsResponse)

Note that the propositional content has the following syntax:
ServiceName.MessageName. This implies that in this way, the low-level
message interaction paths for the higher-levels (transactions, workflow-loops and
contracts) and the web-service component interfaces are paved (see Figure-4).

In some cases, a message combines multiple speech acts. This ”bundling” provides
a higher-order kind of agreement atomicity: the agents commit to the whole or not at
all.

Transaction. A  transaction has been defined by us as the smallest possible sequence of
actions (speech acts) that leads to a certain deontic state (see Figure-4), in other words
an obligation or an authorization, or an accomplishment. Deontic state transitions can
be formally represented using a variant of dynamic logic: dynamic deontic logic [24].
The formal semantics of Dynamic Logic is given by means of a Kripke structure where
there are accessibility relations Ra associated with each action a.

These deontic consequences of (a sequence) of speech act play an important role
during the representation of the electronic commerce transaction, because collectively
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they define the contract between the two parties. In general, it requires a ”hand-shake”
of at least two messages before a communicative action is realized. For example, the
combination of the request of the customer to deliver a product, together with the
promise of the supplier to actually deliver it, constitutes a deontic effect, e.g. an obliga-
tion to the supplier to deliver the product, and an obligation of the customer to pay the
agreed price. More in general, a transaction can be defined as a sequence of speech acts
that leads to an agreement. Therefore, the transaction can be considered as the basic unit
of agreement atomicity, as it is aimed at communicative agreement. A transaction can
be represented by means of a set of communicating subjects, speech acts, constraints
on the sequence of these actions and the goal and exit states [30].

The following excerpt indicates the transaction request transfer goods that
basically coordinates the operation transfer goods that was defined in the WSDL
specification.

TransType request_transfer_goods (speaker($shipper), addressee($sea_carrier), product($goods),
location($location), date($date) ==

([trading_partner(shipper), trading_partner(sea-carrier)],
[request_transfer_goods($shipper,$sea_carrier,$location, $date,
TransferGoodsService.request_transferGoods), accept_request_transfer_goods($sea_carrier, $shipper,
$location, $date, TransferGoodsService.Accept_RequestTransferGoodsResponse),
before(Accept_RequestTransferGoodsResponse, Request_TransferGoodsRequest))

Workflow Loop. The next level of agreement atomicity concerns workflow-loops [8].
A workflow-loop is a set of related transactions aimed at some goal. Only at this level,
the obligations, authorizations and accomplishments are modelled. They are modelled
as states, which are connected through transactions: for example, an initiating and eval-
uating transaction [31] are connected by the obligation of the executor to perform the
action - the obligation is the output of the former and the input of the latter transaction.
The agreement enhanced by the workflow loop can be called service agreement: there
has to be agreement between the service that one party wants to offer and the service
that the other party wants to use. This can be realized by having initiating and evaluating
transactions. In that way, service agreement builds on top of communicative agreement,
and can not be realized without it.

Below we have presented the workflow-loop definition of the agreement between
the shipper and the sea-carrier from the perspective of the shipper. After the sea carrier
has requested a transfer of goods, the sea carrier is obligated to transfer the goods.

WflType transfer_goods (initiator($shipper), executor($sea_carrier),
product($transfer_goods), location($location), date($date)) ==

([person($shipper), person($sea-carrier)],
/* Obligation of the sea_carrier to transfer goods after request
/* of the shipper
S1: OBL($sea_carrier, transfer_goods)
in request_transfer_goods($shipper, $sea-carrier, $price, $location, $date)
goal accept_transfer_goods ($sea-carrier, $shipper, $price)
exit cancel (request_transfer_goods) --> Cancel_Request)

Contract. A  business transaction is based on contractual agreement. It is what Taylor
calls a symmetrical type of exchange ([35],p. 211). In this type of exchange all actors
involved in the conversation, have a common interest in a particular object. In case of
electronic commerce, the actors are typically the consumer, supplier and one or more
third party(-is), and the common object of interest is the product. The exchange must
be based on reciprocity, and this is typically implemented by the fact that the service
is rewarded by a financial service. Hence we get two workflow loops. Figure 4 shows
an example of a reciprocal transaction pattern. The customer requests a certain product.
The supplier on the other hand, requests money for it in return. Both transaction patterns
are coupled by means of an agreement on the terms of exchange. This agreement that
described the mutual obligations and authorisations is often called a contract. Whenever
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the agreement is reached, the transaction takes place. Note that the parties may agree
in advance on certain temporal constraints between the two workflows, for example,
that payment is done after delivery. Such constraints have the effect of putting the risk
on one side or another. At the end of a contract the mutual obligations of the partners
should be fulfilled. This resembles exactly the idea of a real world contract that governs
the business relation between two partners. It governs the behaviour of the two parties
until the end of the contract at which time there should not be any ”spurious” obligation
on either side. Both parties are ”free” again.

The contract specifies the workflow loops that interact, and temporal conditions
between these loops. For example: the request to transfer the goods from the shipper
must take place before the request to transfer the payment.

ContractType Shipper/Sea-Carrier (customer($shipper), supplier($sea_carrier),
product($transfer_goods), location($location), date($date) ==

([person($shipper), person($sea-carrier)], transfer_goods($shipper, $sea-carrier,
$transfer_goods, $location, $date), [person($sea-carrier), person($shipper)],
transfer_freight($sea_carrier, $shipper, $transfer_goods, $location, $date),
transfer_goods.request_transfer_goods BEFORE transfer_funds.request_transfer_freight)

The contracttype Shipper/Sea-carrier consists of two workflow loops:
transfer goods and transfer freight. Furthermore, the contracttype defines
constraints between (speech) acts between both workflow loops: the request to transfer
goods in the Transfer goodsworkflow, has to be preceded by the request to transfer
freight in the transfer funds workflow loop.

Note that for illustration purposes we have added an additional constraint to the
actual casus description: the sea-carrier can only ask to transfer the freight from the
shipper, after the transaction in which the shipper has requested the sea-carrier to trans-
fer the goods is finished successfully. In the default case, no constraints are specified
and the two (transactions in) the two workflows can run truly in parallel.

Any contract presupposes a third party, be it a governmental institution, law or an-
other institutional entity. This third party may exist outside the system, but it can also
an agent within the system. If there is an active third party (Contract Manager), the con-
tract may contain a third workflow describing the deontic states in which the contract
can be, and the actions connecting them. These typically include control actions from
the Contract Manager.

6.3 Transaction Coordination Protocol with Contracts

In order to ensure atomicity of business transactions, coordination protocols have been
incorporated in web-service composition and transaction languages (see section-3). In
particular, existing transaction specification standards, e.g., BTP and WS-Transactions
tend to adopt 1-PC and 2-PC coordination protocols for guaranteeing atomicity. Co-
hesive transactions are typically designed as variants to Sagas and open nested trans-
actions. As outlined in section-3, BTP adopts a voting/enrollment process where the
coordinator has the final vote with regard to commitment or rejection of the overall
business transaction. WS-Transactions on the other hand uses two coordination proto-
cols for supporting cohesive transactions the BusinessAgreement protocol, and,
the BusinessAgreementWithComplete protocol. Both protocols assume that
there exists a central coordinator. The first was already explained in the above. The lat-
ter is an extension to this protocol with a nested scope to ensure the coordinator that
it has received all requests to execute a task within the context of a cohesive business
transaction.
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Here, we sketch an the basics of a coordination model for business transactions
that are governed by agreements as laid down in contracts. This coordination model
explicitly links the transaction (agreements) to the business process state, allows multi-
ple execution paths to be determined dynamically, and is centered around communica-
tion primitives and patterns. This model comprises the following two components (see
Figure-5): transaction execution and transaction control.

Sea_Carrier
Request_Transfer_Goods)

Accept_Request_Transfer_Goods

WSDL

Shipper

Request_Transfer_Freight)

Accept_Request_Transfer_
Feight

Contract
Manager

Contract
Repository

Transfer_Goods Transfer_Freight

Trans.Execution
Manager 

Trans.Execution
Manager 

Initiating Transaction

Evaluating Transaction

1 2

3

4

Fig. 5. Transaction Coordination with Contracts.

The transaction execution is specified using web-service descriptions languages,
like WSDL. The transaction execution defines business process logic as a set of alter-
nate and/or sequentially or parallel executing web-service port types [36]. The resulting
transaction execution interface masks off internal business processes from the transac-
tion controller in order to adhere to requirements of autonomy and loose-coupling. This
is a realistic assumption as partners mostly do not want to loose autonomy in a trading
relationship.

Cross-organizational transactions (hence service-driven workflows) are managed by
patterns of control messages that can be specified in an e-contract. The transaction con-
trol basically comprises two parts: the initiating phase (Step-1 and -2 in Figure-5) and
the evaluating control (Step-3 and -4 in Figure-5) phase. So, both phases serve to “en-
capsulate” the the execution transaction. The initiating control phase initiates an internal
transaction execution based on his promise to deliver a service. Then the internal work-
flow takes over the control, allocates the resources to the scheduled tasks, and tracks
the operations. The internal transaction state of a participating, cohesive web-
service is monitored on two levels.

The first level is the level of service control, which is performed by the initiating
partner who is the customer of the service. The second level is the level of contract
control, which is performed by a third party, that is, the Contract Manager. The Contract
Manager has its own workflow definition; formally, this definition not different from the
workflow definitions of the parties. That is, it contains a number of deontic states and
how they are connected by means of transactions. The role of the Contract Manager is
similar to the role of coordinator in the BusinessAgreement protocol mentioned
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above, and in fact, if this mechanism is in place, it can be used to implement the role of
Contract Manager. Typically, the workflow of the Contract Manager is a subset of all
the deontic states, as the Contract Manager is needed only when the parties themselves
fail to come to an agreement.

The task of service control is to dynamically check that the deadlines are being
met and to take action when some failure occurs. After the internal web-service process
logic has been executed, control is given back to the customer and the transaction will be
finalized by the assertion of the customer that the service has been delivered according
to the former promise and to the satisfaction of the customer (see Figure-5). In case a
web-service is unavailable or exceeds a predefined process execution load threshold, the
service control manager might then automatically pursue other semantically equivalent
web-services to take over the job. These alternative routes need not be defined within
the contract; they can be defined in the task description or contingency plan ([32]),
or searched for at run-time with a service matching agent [37]. If the contract defines
alternatives or compensations, of course these are executed.

The Contract Manager executes its own workflow, as coordinator of the business
transaction. When the de-central service control fails, the Contract Manager can take
over and perform compensating or alternative actions. Note that the Contract Manager
workflow is either implemented as a large or a fine-grained coordinator component,
depending on whether tight- or loose- coupling of the orchestrated web-services is de-
sired. Here, we repeat that although the function of Control Manager is always present
somehow, it does not need to be a computerized third-party in the system. The function
can be implemented on an organizational or legal level. In case of significant power
asymmetry between partners (Lord of the Chain), the role of Contract Manager can be
taken by the dominant partner.

7 Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper, we have reported on a contract-based framework for coordinating de-
pendable cohesive web-services that implement business processes. This framework
offers an alternative way to both traditional and modern E-business flavors of ACID-
ity, and is centered around the notion of agreements between interacting business
partners. In particular, a unified meta-model is proposed that integrates web-service
definition languages that reflect behavior in the object world, with contracts, which
represent the inter-subject world as a set of obligations, authorizations and permis-
sions. In addition, we have argued how this meta-model might serve as the founda-
tion for coordination models for ensuring agreement “atomicity” in conjunction with
web-service coordination protocols such as 2- and 3-PC, and WS-Transactions’s Sagas-
based BusinessAgreement protocol.

Although the meta-model needs to be extended and formalized, we think that the
initial contract definition we presented in this paper adds a valuable perspective to the
”traditional” pure object-, and not subject-, oriented way of web-service orchestration
modeling and design: the communication and the resulting mutual commitments.

Several similar initiatives have been launched to introduce contracts as a means to
script web-services. A recent example is the CrossFlow project. The CrossFlow project
aims at developing a framework to support contract based service trading [38]. How-
ever, this particular contract specification language is equipped with less business se-
mantics, and not linked to a business object framework. In [39] an agent-based archi-
tecture is sketched to support contracts and cross-organizational business processes.
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This architecture comprises a contract manager, process manager and a message man-
ager and could be applied to support the proposed contract-based coordination model.
Verharen [30] was one of the first to propose a separation between task specification
and interaction specification. In his agent-oriented architecture, the interaction is also
specified using contracts.

Our current results are exploratory in nature; aspects of the language in this pa-
per are being validated in several projects. Elements of the proposed framework are
incorporated in the Process-Integration for Electronic Commerce (PIEC) project that
is conducted in collaboration with the Dutch Telematics Institute. As future work, we
plan to fully validate and refine the framework starting with the development of a for-
mal model. Following this, we intend to implement support for the framework with an
experimental prototypes that we wish to subsequently test using case study or action
research.
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